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Restoring interlayer Josephson coupling in La1.885 Ba0.115 CuO4 by charge
transfer melting of stripe order
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We show that disruption of charge-density-wave (stripe) order by charge transfer excitation, enhances the
superconducting phase rigidity in La1.885 Ba0.115 CuO4 . Time-resolved resonant soft x-ray diffraction demonstrates
that charge order melting is prompt following near-infrared photoexcitation whereas the crystal structure
remains intact for moderate fluences. THz time-domain spectroscopy reveals that, for the first 2 ps following
photoexcitation, a new Josephson plasma resonance edge, at higher frequency with respect to the equilibrium
edge, is induced indicating enhanced superconducting interlayer coupling. The fluence dependence of the
charge-order melting and the enhanced superconducting interlayer coupling are correlated with a saturation limit
of ∼0.5 mJ/cm2 . Using a combination of x-ray and optical spectroscopies we establish a hierarchy of timescales
between enhanced superconductivity, melting of charge order, and rearrangement of the crystal structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.93.224522

The interplay between superconductivity and broken electronic symmetries has emerged as a central theme in cuprate
physics with increasing reports of charge order in several
materials [1–10]. This body of work has lead to a growing
realization that understanding competing orders may be key
to developing high-TC superconductivity further. An early
example of electronic order competing with superconductivity
is that of charge and spin (stripe) ordering [1,11] in underdoped
La2−x Bax CuO4 , where holes doped into the CuO2 planes
order along domain walls, separating regions of antiphased
antiferromagnetic spin ordering, below T  42 K. Concomitantly, the crystal structure distorts into a low-temperature
tetragonal (LTT) phase, which is assumed to align the hole-rich
domain walls along the Cu-O-Cu bond direction with a
doping dependent stripe modulation [12–14]. The emergence
of superconductivity from this stripe phase for 0.09  x 
0.16 follows a peculiar double-dome phase boundary [15],
with the superconducting transition temperature, TC , greatly
suppressed for x = 1/8.
A first step in disentangling the hierarchy of cause and
effect demonstrated that stripe ordering persists in the absence
of the LTT distortion [16,17]. In a similar fashion mid-IR
light has also been used to induce lattice distortions in
La1.875 Ba0.125 CuO4 revealing that the LTT distortion and
stripe ordering evolve as distinct nonequilibrium phases with
different timescales [18]. More recent work, argues that
pair-density waves in the CuO2 planes completely suppress
Josephson coupling between neighboring planes [19,20]. The
loss of interlayer coupling is, however, predicted to be highly
sensitive to topological defects resulting in a complex phase
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diagram with the emergence of new and novel superconducting
phases with increasing defect density [21].
Here, we reveal how puncturing stripe order, with charge
transfer defects introduced by near-infrared optical pulses, can
dynamically enhance the superconducting order at the expense
of stripe order. Specifically, we combine photoexcitation,
time-resolved resonant soft x-ray diffraction (TR-RSXD) and
THz time-domain spectroscopy to demonstrate that ultrafast
disruption of the stripe ordered phase promptly enhances
interlayer Josephson coupling in La1.885 Ba0.115 CuO4 (LBCO).
Furthermore, we show that the fluence dependence of the
enhanced interlayer Josephson coupling follows closely that of
the stripe order melting and not that of lattice rearrangement.
We studied LBCO, for which bulk superconductivity
develops at TC  13 K, spin-ordering at TSO  42 K and
charge ordering along with the LTT distortion at TCO 
TLTT  53 K [11]. Stripe ordering in LBCO is described using
a charge-density wave with incommensurate wave vector (0.23
0 0.65) [22]. The LTT structural distortion involves a buckling
of the Cu-O-Cu bonds in the CuO2 planes and a tilting of the
CuO6 octahedra, which allows the (0 0 1) reflection [12]. The
intensities of the (0.23 0 0.65) and (0 0 1) diffraction peaks
are therefore direct probes of the degree of stripe ordering and
LTT distortion.
Single crystals of LBCO were grown using the travelingsolvent-floating zone method [11]. Two samples from the same
batch were used; one was cleaved along the ab surface for
TR-RSXD, the other cut and polished to give an ac surface
for THz spectroscopy. All measurements were carried out in
the superconducting state (T  5 K). The 1.55 eV (800 nm)
pump pulses used to photoexcite the sample were σ polarized,
parallel to the Cu-O-Cu bond direction. The penetration depth
at 1.55 eV and ∼530 eV, estimated from LBCO equilibrium
optical properties, is similar (∼200 nm) [23,24], so that a
homogeneous photoexcited volume was probed. The 1.55 eV
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FIG. 1. (a) XAS spectrum for LBCO over the O K edge (dashed
blue line) along with the (0.23 0 0.65) charge-ordering diffraction
peak (black circles) and (001) LTT distortion diffraction peak (red
circles). The lines represent Lorentzian fits to the data. The (0.23 0
0.65) peak has been scaled up by a factor of 3000. (b) Schematic of
the stripe ordering (yellow polygons) in the CuO2 planes.

pump pulses from a Ti:Sa amplifier running at 22 KHz were
focused down to a spot size of ∼200 μm (FWHM) onto
the sample, while the x-ray spot size was ∼100 μm. The
diffraction peak intensities were measured using a gated microchannel plate, which was insensitive to the 1.55 eV pump.
Figure 1 shows the energy dependence of the (0.23 0 0.65)
stripe and (0 0 1) structural diffraction peaks as well as the
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) spectrum across the
O K edge recorded at T = 5 K. The resonances at 528.6 eV,
along with the weak shoulder at 530.2 eV, correspond to transitions into the states associated with the doped holes and the upper Hubbard band [25]. The (0 0 1) diffraction peak has a strong
resonance at the O K edge, centered at 532.4 eV corresponding
to resonant transitions into La-O hybridized states [12].
We first discuss the TR-RSXD results. The temporal evolution of both the stripe and LTT phase after photoexcitation was
investigated using ultrafast changes in the (0.23 0 0.65) and
(0 0 1) diffraction peaks relative to the fluorescence background. Figure 2 shows the change in diffraction peak intensities (Iτ /I0 ) as a function of time delay (τ ), for an excitation
fluence of 1.6 mJ/cm2 . The results were recorded with the
storage ring operating in low-α mode, for which the longitudinal width of the electron bunch was compressed to give a
temporal resolution of ∼7 ps at the expense of photon flux.
For the same excitation fluence, both the (0.23 0 0.65) and
(0 0 1) peaks are reduced in intensity by ∼40%. However,
the temporal response after photoexcitation is different. A
fit to the stripe peak data (Fig. 2, black line) gives a time
constant of 10 ± 3 ps and is limited by the x-ray pulse width
in the low-α mode of operation. However, the decay in the
stripe peak is likely to be prompt, occurring within only
a few hundred femtoseconds of photoexcitation [18]. The
(0 0 1) peak, on the other hand, is observed to decrease over
a much slower timescale with an exponential fit (Fig. 2, red
line) yielding a time constant of 77 ± 7 ps. We note here
that the different responses of the two peaks precludes loss
of intensity from sample heating from the laser pulses since
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FIG. 2. Intensity changes in the (0.23 0 0.65) charge-ordering
diffraction peak (solid black circles) and (001) LTT distortion diffraction peak (solid red circles) following near-infrared photoexcitation
using a pump fluence of 1.6 mJ/cm2 . The data were measured in
low-α mode with an x-ray pulse width of ∼7 ps (FWHM) except
for the open circle which represents the change in intensity of the
(0.23 0 0.65) diffraction peak for τ = 375 ps recorded in hybrid
mode with an x-ray pulse width of ∼60 ps (FWHM). The solid lines
represent fits to the data using an exponential function.

TCO  TLTT . Previous studies using midinfrared excitation
of in-plane stretching modes have shown enhancement of
interlayer coupling in a number of cuprates [26,27], but little
is known regarding the fate of the charge ordered phase in
the nonequilibrium state [18,28]. Figure 2 demonstrates that
photoexcitation using near-infrared 1.55 eV pulses creates
a charge transfer nonequilibrium phase in which the LTT
distortion remains intact, but the stripe ordering is strongly
suppressed. This then gives a unique system with which to
explore the emerging dynamics of superconductivity once
stripe order is disrupted.
The photoinduced dynamics of the superconducting condensate were measured using transient reflectivity at THz
frequencies. The sample was excited under the same conditions
used in the TR-RSXD work with near-infrared 1.55 eV laser
pulses. The weak interlayer superconducting coupling of
LBCO results in an equilibrium Josephson plasmon resonance
(JPR) at ∼0.2 THz [29,30] in the c-axis reflectivity and is
shown as the gray line in Fig. 3(a). Superconducting transport
is also observed as a small low-frequency divergence of the
imaginary part of the conductivity (σ2 ) and is shown as the
gray line in Fig. 3(b).
The transient optical properties of the photoexcited LBCO
were measured in the 0.15–2 THz spectral range for different
pump fluences as a function of τ , with a time resolution of
∼350 fs, determined by the inverse bandwidth of the THz
probe pulse. The mismatch between the penetration depth of
the near-infrared 1.55 eV pump (∼0.1 μm) and that of the
THz probe (∼50–500 μm) was taken into account using a
multilayer model [27,31]. The c-axis transient reflectivity and
σ2 spectra, measured 1.5 ps after photoexcitation, are shown in
Fig. 3 (red circles) for a pump fluence of 1.6 mJ/cm2 . The JPR
displays a prompt blue shift from ∼0.25 THz to ∼0.5 THz
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FIG. 3. (a) Normal-incidence reflectivity and (b) imaginary
conductivity (σ2 ) from LBCO measured with THz time-domain
spectroscopy 1.5 ps (red circles) and 2.5 ps (blue circles) after
near-infrared optical excitation. The same quantities measured at
equilibrium are displayed as gray lines. Red and blue lines are fits
to the data performed with a superconducting and Drude model,
respectively.

[Fig. 3(a), red circles]. Correspondingly, an enhancement of
σ2 is indicative of an increase in interlayer Josephson coupling
[Fig. 3(b), red circles]. At τ = 2.5 ps we observe a relaxation
to a state in which coherence is reduced, characterized by
a broader edge in reflectivity [Fig. 3(a), blue circles] and
the absence of a divergence in σ2 [Fig. 3(b), blue circles].
In analogy with previous optical results for LBCO after
photoexcitation perpendicular to the CuO2 planes [30,32], the
transient spectra could be fitted assuming a superconducting
model for τ = 1.5 ps (Fig. 3, red lines), while in the relaxed
state a Drude model with a finite carrier scattering time in
the picosecond range had to be employed (Fig. 3, blue lines).
Notably, in the case of in-plane pumping explored here, the
blue shift of the JPR is less marked and the relaxation to
the incoherent state is faster with respect to the case of
c-axis pumping [30], most likely due to stronger coupling
to quasiparticle excitation in the planes. The enhancement of
the superconducting phase using charge transfer excitation
is surprising given that the process generates high-energy
electrons that relax via the emission of phonons, which
subsequently destroy the Cooper pairs [33–35]. For LBCO the
disruption of interlayer superconductivity due to pair-density
waves [20] is presumably removed following charge transfer
leading to an enhancement of the superconducting phase
before its destruction from the creation of quasiparticles.
The measurement of both TR-RSXD and THz time-domain
reflectivity, under the same near-infrared excitation conditions,
allows the first direct comparison of the time scales involved
in the dynamics. The interlayer coupling enhancement, which
develops in ∼1 ps following photoexcitation, is strongly
connected with the stripe order melting shown in Fig. 2.
On the other hand, the lattice dynamics start to develop on
considerably longer timescales (>10 ps).
Further insights regarding the enhanced interlayer coupling
and the disruption of stripe order can be retrieved from the
pump fluence dependence of the intensities measure using
TR-RSXD and THz spectroscopy. Figure 4(a) shows Iτ /I0
for the stripe and LTT distortion diffraction peaks as a function
of fluence for τ = 350 ps. The results were recorded with
the storage ring operating in hybrid mode with a temporal

FIG. 4. (a) Fluence dependence of the (0.23 0 0.65) chargeordering diffraction peak (solid black circles) and (001) LTT distortion diffraction peak (solid red circles) intensity after photoexcitation
with τ = 350 ps. The error in the fluence indicates the uncertainty in
the pump beam diameter at the sample position. The red line shows
a quadratic fit whereas the black line shows an exponential fit to the
data. (b) Changes in the electric field, ER /ER (solid blue circles)
and (σ2 )ω→0 (solid green circles) as a function of fluence (frequency =
0.2 THz, τ = 1.5 ps). The blue line shows a fit using an exponential
function.

resolution of ∼60 ps. This establishes that at ∼0.5 mJ/cm2
the melting of the stripe ordering saturates whereas the LTT
distortion remains largely intact, which should remain the
case for the shortest picosecond timescales inaccessible for
synchrotron-based TR-RSXD. These changes can then be
compared with the fluence-dependent Josephson interlayer
coupling enhancement [Fig. 4(b)], estimated by the increase
in the low-frequency limit of the imaginary part of the
conductivity (σ2 )ω→0 and by the change in the reflected electric
field (ER /ER ) at the peak of the response (τ = 1.5 ps).
These results confirm the causal link between stripe melting
and superconductivity enhancement, as both the (0.23 0 0.65)
diffraction peak and the σ2 response show a clear saturation at
∼0.5 mJ/cm2 fluence, which is not present for the (0 0 1) peak.
The results show that charge transfer destruction of
stripe order enhances interlayer superconducting coupling in
La1.885 Ba0.115 CuO4 . The fluence dependence of the charge
transfer collapse of stripe order along with the concomitant
emergence of an improved superconducting phase should
encourage further work to reveal the nature of the charge
transfer process [36]. Systematic studies of the conditions required to depress stripe order using charge transfer
may become effective for high-speed devices in which
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the electrical, optical, and magnetic properties of highly
correlated materials can be modified using near-infrared
light.
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